The Cut - Edition 82
Introducing the very best of Independent Research
from the IRF Providers

Please ﬁnd below details of IRF's upcoming calls:
Friday, 3rd April at 1400 BST
Jon Boyar - Boyar Research - Equity investing in a crisis with a focus on Value
stocks. Cisco, Bank of America, DuPont, Liberty Braves, MSG Networks, Mohawk,
JetBlue, Watsco, eBay, IAC, CVS Health.

Friday, 3rd April at 1500 BST
Sean Maher - Entext - "Humans are the Weakest Link. Invest in the Machines!"
with a focus on Technology companies particularly in China.

Monday, 8th April at 1500 BST
Capital Alpha Partners - Outlook from Washington - Seven-analyst policy team
will discuss weekend developments and key watch items for the coming
week. Topics will focus on next steps in COVID-19 mitigation - ﬁscal stimulus and
implementation, corporate tax relief, and what may be upcoming for Financials,
Healthcare, Aerospace & Defense, Cable and Telecom, and the November
elections.

Tuesday, 7th April at 1600 BST
Song Gao & William Hess - PRC Macro - Understanding the sequencing of
China's policy response to COVID-19 - covering economic damage, policy
priorities, social and political costs, and impact on relationship between China
and US.

Wednesday, 8th April at 1500 BST
Andrew Hunt - Andrew Hunt Economics (AHE) - There are four stages to the
economic response, but the US has failed two of them. Will China face a balance
of payments crisis? Why the IMF is vital. Will capital controls be needed in the
EZ? A ﬂow-of-funds based approach to macroeconomic analysis.

Thursday, 9th April at 1500 BST
Peter Warburton - Economic Perspectives - 'Preparing for the Inﬂationary
Backlash' - covering buying the dips, gold mining stocks, USD outlook,
Treasuries, election odds and inﬂation expectations.

Wednesday, 15th April at 1400 BST
Harry Colvin & Chris Watling - Longview Economics - Fiscal, Monetary market
considerations in relation to COVID-19

Thursday, 16th April at 1500 BST
Michael Howell - CrossBorder Capital - Global liquidity set to surge by 40% What are the implications?

IRF's most recent calls included:
Julian Brigden - MI2 Partners - A generational turn in macro with implications
for all the markets - Audio - Slides
Julian described the US labour market ﬂexibility as it’s Achilles heel as after mass
lay-oﬀs, unemployment does not do V-shaped recoveries. If we are lucky we will
see the peak in unemployment early next year. Predicting 12% unemployment
rate, but what if its 20%? - There will be social unrest! COVID-19 has ushered in a
massive societal inﬂection point. The world will be radically diﬀerent the other
side. We have seen that any concept of ﬁscal rectitude is dead. There will be
ﬁnancial repression to fund this, bonds, bitcoins, you name it. De-globalisation
will accelerate. Corporate capitalism, laissez faire economics, buybacks, massive
dividends, continuation of the greater share of the pie going to the corporate
sector, will all end. The Treasury and the Fed are now the same just like in the
60’s. Now though the dollar and commodities are free ﬂoating, meaning the
resulting inﬂation from debt monetisation, once we are past this disinﬂationary
environment, will be disastrous for bonds. Macro views will start to be played
through FX markets as governments pin bond yield curves. The risk-oﬀ dollar
rally is in its ﬁnal stage. Expect a weaker dollar as the Fed has guaranteed dollar
liquidity. Trades Julian mentioned included: Breakevens and TIPs as Fed pins the
curve you have no duration risk - so huge upside from an inﬂationary print.
Precious metals will start to perform, but not gold - it is all about silver, as gold /
silver ratio is a perfect inverse correlation to 5 year break even yields. Other
interesting markets currently include Japan, Sweden and Mexico. Also bullish
NZD and ASD as a play on commodities.
Dr. Aaron Fletcher - Bios Research - COVID-19 and therapeutics in development
- Transcript - Audio
Aaron gave an account of therapeutics, diagnostics and vaccines in development
for COVID-19, highlighting Hydroxychloroquine, Azithromycin and Remdesivir as
therapeutics which can prevent patients developing severe symptoms. For those
severe cases there are approved drugs from Regeneron Sanoﬁ / Roche that
target IL6 that can help with acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS). He
made the point that diagnostics are equally as important as therapeutics. Here
US government agencies such as the FDA and CDC have errored in not ramping
up capacity soon enough. Thanks to commercial players this is being rectiﬁed
quickly such that Aaron thinks new cases will peak in the US earlier than April
15th which seems to be the consensus. However the rate at which the economy
opens up will be deﬁned by testing capacity after new cases peak. Aaron noted
that in a Gallop poll early in 2019 Pharmaceutical and Healthcare were two of
the most hated industries. They had become a political punchbag. This crisis
should do for them what 9/11 did for security and counter terrorism. Beneﬁtting
from this tailwind, plus company speciﬁcs, are Aptos Biosciences, Cue
Biopharma, UniQure and Reata (contact IRF for more details). On vaccines,
Aaron sees J&J in the lead and estimates 12 months until production.

Further interesting Macro research:
Gerard Minack - Minack Advisors - How COVID-19 will change the structural
outlook
Monetary policy is exhausted. The policy climate has been shifting since the GFC.
The political pendulum is swinging away from a neo-liberal consensus. The most
important change will be the shift to coordinated ﬁscal-monetary cycle
management that potentially will end the secular stagnation era. Also expects a
push to add resilience to highly optimised systems (which were geared for
investor returns) that have twice in a decade proved to be very fragile. Adding
resilience will lower prospective returns.
Below the Company & Sector Research section you will ﬁnd the rest of the
calls that IRF hosted recently.

Technical Analysis for your portfolio...
Given the extreme swings in the markets we wanted to highlight the
oﬀerings of some of our Providers that specialise in Technical Analysis.
Bespoke work is available on request:
HED Capital Management - Research process maps shifts in sentiment, using a
matrix of thousands of measures at diﬀerent time frames, which reveal tell-tale
patterns in the swings that can show whether a trend is ending or beginning.
Impressive track record across their coverage, which includes all major world
equity indices, G10 currency pairs, developed sovereign bond markets and most
commodities.
Messels - Highly ranked in the Extel research surveys for independent thinking
and strong performance. They have three model equity portfolios running: UK
Large Cap, UK Mid Cap and European Large Cap. New buys: UPM
Kymmene and Kone. In the FTSE 100, continued signs of long-term support for
heavyweight names such as BP, Shell and HSBC. Miners are also now starting to
establish support.
Stockcube - Advise their clients on portfolio weightings and risk management.
They also generate model portfolios for several regions - with the key emphasis
being on market timing. New longs: SBM Oﬀshore and OMV. Also highlights
their bullish positions in both British American Tobacco and Imperial Brands.
WaveTrack International - Have been delivering timely Elliott Wave forecasts for
over 25 years. Coverage includes a complete macro outlook of the major
markets and contains ~200 charts updating 4 asset classes: Stock Indices, Fixed
Income, Currencies and Commodities. The S&P 500 has bottomed already and
the USD index is heading towards 96.53.

Company & Sector Research
— Europe

Companies set to extend their domination
Corporations with a near monopolistic grip and dominant positions will emerge
stronger from this unfolding economic crisis as their weaker rivals fail to
compete. Top picks include: ASML, Dassault Systemes, Iberdrola, LVMH and
Ocado. AIR’s top 10 stocks, produced annually, has a very impressive record performance table can be found here.
Advanced Investment Research

DKSH Holding (DKSH SW)
Communications
The company's ‘moat' is widening - enhancing the value of its unique network.
Investors incorrectly focusing on the (temporary) challenges within Consumer
Goods. Healthcare and Performance Materials are driving growth. Strong net
cash position, 15%+ ROIC and a growing 4% dividend yield. TP CHF66 (40%
upside).
StockViews

Roche (ROG SW)
Healthcare
‘Most defensive pharma’ - Explains why the majority of the company's key
franchises will be largely unaﬀected by the current economic crisis and how
there is some upside from a more muted biosimilar impact. P3 readouts remain
on track despite risk of delays at other companies. Forecasts 4% CER sales & EPS
growth this year. Increases TP to CHF370.
Intron Health

— North America

‘Black swan’ event: Portfolio positioning
Pinnacle Global Alpha expects the lockdown to last 3-6 months with markets
then returning to growth and posting supercharged returns for the next couple
of years. They highlight a number of low-risk/high-reward investments on both
the long and short sides to capitalise on the current situation and subsequent
recovery.
Pinnacle Global Alpha

The new industrial order post COVID-19
Foresees the arrival of smarter, healthier cities - with medical waste plants,
robot cleaners, intelligence gathering drones, connected health monitoring
wearables and patient monitoring wearables. Smart buildings - UV light, virus
detecting sensors checking surfaces, infrared thermometers measuring peoples'
temperatures. Three companies ideally placed to beneﬁt...contact IRF for further
information.
Signum Intel

Canadian REIT’s: Who can the pay rent?
Veritas’ most read report of the year so far. Performs the ultimate stress test:
what happens if rents go to zero? Updates CF forecasts and valuations.
Calculates that Granite can cover its expenses and distributions for over 26
quarters; Allied Properties and Crombie are also well positioned. Avoid multiresidential REITs (except Killam) - riskier than investors currently anticipate.
Veritas Investment Research

Cloud video conferencing becoming a commodity
RingCentral has oﬃcially announced a video oﬀering (working with Google) to
add and diﬀerentiate their portfolio. Summit’s report looks at the implications
for the industry - very bullish RNG and 8x8, but does not bode well for Zoom.
Summit Insights Group

Commercial Aerospace outlook: How bad is it?
Alembic’s lead A&D analyst, Pete Skibitski, covers all the key topics: how bad will
global air traﬃc get this year; how low can commercial aerospace production
rates go; Stimulus bill/bailout impact; what is the market pricing in right now;
OEMs positioning vs. Suppliers and what is the right approach to invest in the
sector.
Alembic Global Advisors

How Technology can aid recovery
Primary provides clients with high level expert access, introductions and
research. This report examines how innovative technology is helping businesses
acclimatise to remote work. Included is an interview with the CEO & CFO of
Solgari, a key Microsoft Business Applications ISV partner - highlights
the importance of supporting elements of remote working in company
operating models long-term.
Primary Access & Research

Retail: Who will outlast social distancing…
Sees less than 4 months liquidity as extremely high risk if the company is
operating below ~70% of ‘normal’ capacity. Avoid companies with less than 8
months liquidity too. Hedgeye has compiled a ‘stabilisation shopping list’
- Dollar Tree is one stock you can safely buy today, but having stress tested the
Hanesbrands and Kohl’s models, both remain favourite shorts.
Hedgeye

Supply chains: COVID-19/global shutdown impact
Healthcare, Industrials, Consumer, Energy, TMT
Channel Dynamics’ industry reports are scheduled to be released over the next
several weeks. They will be speaking with senior executives at private
companies across their coverage to review Q1 and better understand Q2
outlooks to help clients understand market dynamics in light of many
companies pulling guidance. See overview for full coverage list.
Channel Dynamics

Keurig Dr. Pepper (KDP)
Consumer Staples
Debt on negative watch, liquidity an issue - KDP using ST ﬁnancing to retire LT
debt. Accounts Payable Days at 233 - stretching added $876m to CF. Commercial
paper adds another $1.2bn. ‘Structured Debt’ - credit card debt not counted in
total. Dr. Pepper assets only half the CF, yet back all the bonds. Huge intangible
assets vulnerable to writedown.
Behind the Numbers

ONEOK (OKE)
Energy
Brian Derksen (Director since 2015) has purchased $200k worth of stock at
$22.70 - twice what he has spent on any of his prior purchases. This is Derksen's
fourth purchase - his prior three all proved to be well-timed and follows a cluster
of purchases from ﬁve insiders, including the CEO and CFO. Stock upgraded to
+1 (highest conviction rating).
Smart Insider

Luckin Coﬀee (LK)
Consumer Staples
Fraudulent activity reported. Highlighted in The Cut recently, Quo Vadis initiated
their short call at the end of February with the shares trading at $38.3 questioning the company’s growth forecasts. Yesterday the shares opened at $5.
Quo Vadis Capital

Micron Technology (MU)
Technology
Reported a solid beat and raise at its earnings event last week. Strong data
center sales from a surge in global demand for remote-work platforms drove
memory ASP gains and margin upside. Lynx expects MU will be a beneﬁciary of
the trend to work-from-home - among a handful of bright spots, as COVID-19
depresses global demand for peers in the semi sector.
Lynx Equity Strategies

Shopify (SHOP)
Communications
One of several stocks highlighted by MYST following their latest round of
discussions with buy-side investors. Key bearish points include: facing a ‘Triple
Whammy’ - demand, supply and credit headwinds. Heavily skewed to SMB’s
selling ‘non-essential’ consumer goods; suppliers will favour Amazon
and Walmart etc., to the detriment of SHOP’s customers.
MYST Advisors

— Australia

Sydney Airport (SYD AU)
Industrials
Raises TP to A$15.8. Fall in Australian 10-yr bond yields more than oﬀsets
reduced EBITDA/lower near-term traﬃc. Sell-oﬀ provides an extremely attractive
entry point into the most optimised and eﬃcient airport in Insight’s global
universe with the strongest combination of long-term Asian traﬃc growth and
retail potential.
Insight Investment Research

— Japan

eGuarantee (8771 JP)
Financials
Against the backdrop of COVID-19 and increasing pressure on Japanese
businesses, this account receivable guarantee service provider is well placed to
thrive. The market remains a niche area in Japan with signiﬁcant room for
growth. Demand already started to increase in March along with increased
guarantee fees.
Storm Research

Nippon Shinyaku (4516 JP)
Healthcare
Receives approval for ‘Viltepso’ (NS-065) - the ﬁrst approved DMD treatment in
Japan. Bioscience valuation specialists, Pathology Associates, see huge potential
for NS-065 in the US market too; expects it to be simultaneously launched in
both countries by 2HFY20 with combined peak sales potential of ¥44bn (FY27e).
Pathology Associates

— Emerging Markets

COVID-19 & Healthcare systems in LATAM
Latin America is among the regions most vulnerable to Covid-19. Outbreak
intensity in each country of the region will depend above all on ﬁve things health infrastructure, economic development, climate, demographic patterns,
and most importantly, the human factor. A copy of the EMIS Insights industry
report is available on request.
EMIS

China Autos: Q2 production to exceed
expectations?
Silk Road’s latest proprietary survey work shows activity levels in China are
normalising. Q2 production to reach +0-5% YoY (vs. forecasts of DD decline)
from >-50% in Q1. Top picks: Tesla and Aptiv.
Silk Road Research

Commodities
Energy technologies reshaping the world
Energy is going through its greatest ever period of change. This short
presentation (freely available here) frames the three questions that TSE aim to
answer for their clients. Which technologies will transform the energy system?
How do they move markets? Who beneﬁts from them?
Thunder Said Energy

Please ﬁnd below a summary of previous IRF hosted calls:
Mark Latham - Commodity Intelligence - Transcript - Audio - Slides
Mark realised in early February the seriousness of the virus through analysis of
shipped oil volume into China and air quality levels. Lockdowns result in about
80% less traﬃc, clearly curtailing demand and resulting in the oil price
collapsing. From Q4 every energy market: coal; natural gas; renewables; had
fallen to solar equivalents, and oil 'was the last man standing'. The collapse in oil
is going to be inevitably followed by a collapse in the base metal markets. The
diﬀerence between this oil crash compared to all other oil crashes in the last 30
years is the large oil companies are heavily indebted, so equity valuations will
oﬀer little support. Shell, has about 124 billion of a contracted CapEx over the
next ﬁve years making it diﬃcult to cut CapEx as fast as the market. Shell is not a
going concern at current energy prices. Seadrill has faced bankruptcy before
and will likely face bankruptcy again. The number of bankruptcies in the
Permian has swollen to between 20 and 30. Very bearish for oil-producing
Nations particularly Iraq and Kazakhstan but the list is huge. The Russians were
inevitably going to pull out of OPEC plus, which led to the ﬁrst crash in oil.
Now with no demand we will have the second crash. Oil has lasted over a
century and is due an era change. We are moving to solar where 1.2% of the
Sahara Desert will provide all of the energy needs of the EU. Lower energy prices
act as a tax cut for the consumer. So 18 months after this crisis you should see a
slow rise in consumer expenditure across the entire economy.
Brunello
Rosa
&
Nouriel
Associates - Transcript - Audio

Roubini

-

Rosa

&

Roubini

Nouriel is famous for predicting the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008-09. With typical
prescience they forecast a recession in 2020 citing a fragile system vulnerable to
shock. They discussed the pandemic, policy response and economic impact and
made the point that markets are able to price in risk but not uncertainty. Until
tracing, testing and full suppression (currently the US is practising mitigation)
markets will not bottom. Their base case, the 'greater recession', is for equities
to fall around 40%, ﬁnishing the year down 20% as some economic
improvement is visible in Q3 and Q4 from the massive policy response. The risk
of something worse, the 'greater depression', is driven by the pandemic not
being contained - a second phase as the virus mutates, running out of policy
bullets - monetising ﬁscal deﬁcits leads to stagﬂation. And Geopolitical
depression - exacerbates the process of deglobalisation.
Tim Bond - Tim Bond Global Speculations - Transcript - Audio
Tim detailed the challenges with economic modelling in these uncertain times.
That said, he viewed the US partial quarantine as likely to fail and have the eﬀect
of elongating the time to recovery. Tim estimates that a third to a half of global
GDP may have been lost permanently and the rest would come back over the
next three to four quarters. However, one cannot assume we will be back to
positive year over year growth a year from now as the stimulus packages do not
look large enough. That said, war-time budget deﬁcits will be the norm as
governments oﬀset the rise in desired savings on the part of households and
corporates. In terms of asset allocation, Tim advocates switching out of
government bonds and equities into high quality corporate credit as the
government policy response has been supportive of credit over equities. In the
longer term companies should invest more CapEx leading to a pick-up in
productivity and increased competition, avoiding a Japanese style slow deﬂation.
Shannon Cross - Cross Research - The eﬀect of COVID-19 on Technology supply
chains. Companies covered include: Apple, Microsoft, HP, Dell, VMware, CDW
and FLEX.
Shannon gave an update on business conditions in China which are returning to
normal with capacity utilisation ranging from 80% to 100%. 5G is being rolled
out across the region. Their recent conversations with PC OEMs indicate very
strong demand. Retail stores in the US are selling out of notebooks and displays
which drive higher margin. Expects continued strength in PCs through the year.
Shannon also detailed her change in Apple’s revenue forecast from China
demand, the supply chain, Japan slowdown and US/Europe demand, all
negative. The positives are from iPad demand and Services but do not outweigh
the negatives.
Paul Hodges - The pH Report - COVID-19 - Debt Fuelled Ring of Fire!
Paul views the economy through the lens of capacity utilisation in the chemical
industry - a leading indicator. On the call he highlighted practical areas for
attention - employee health & safety; value/supply chain risks; credit risks;
paradigm shifts. Reviewed the lessons to be learned from China’s experience
over the past 3 months, and warned that recovery in the West will not be Vshaped. Earthquake tremors are hitting ﬁnancial and oil markets as central
banks and OPEC lose control - and markets will rediscover their true role of price
discovery.
Eric Ross - Cascend Securities - Impact of COVID-19 on supply chains in Asia and
virus prognosis - Slides - Audio
Cascend's proprietary data showed plummeting supply chain activity in the
second half of January, providing clients with key information several days
before the market collapse. They also correctly forecast much higher rates of
infections coming in Europe/US. Supply chains in Asia have since rebounded and
expects Europe/US will see a sharp V-shaped recovery from May.
David Murrin - The Global Forecaster - Breaking the Code of History - Audio
David talked of now being a deﬁning moment in history. How fragility existed
even before the virus. That China and Asia will emerge in better shape than the
West. Europe is a dysfunctional conglomerate. America is a declining power. The
equity market will see losses of the magnitude only seen in the great depression
- Sovereign debt crises (Italy) - Hyperinﬂation as central banks cannot ﬁx it.
Keith McCullough - Hedgeye - 2Q20 Macro Themes - Slides - Audio
Keith alerted investors in 4Q19 that the US economy was moving deep into
Hedgeye’s Quad 4 where growth is slowing as inﬂation decelerates. With global
commerce falling for the ﬁrst time in a decade, the global economy was at its
most vulnerable point of the cycle heading into 2020. Bear markets don’t end
abruptly at the ﬁrst sign of bailout; they typically end after months of ﬁts and
starts. CapEx and private investment set for a multi-quarter decline. Investment
grade credit spreads are signalling rising risk of a bankruptcy cycle. The market
tends to get more expensive on the way down because consensus is always too
bullish on the timing and pace of recovery. The US economy is particularly
exposed to a retrenchment in the services sector; real GDP could be down -20%
to -30% in 2Q20E. Thematic investment conclusions: LONGS: US Dollar (UUP),
Short Duration Treasuries (SHY), Volatility (various instruments); SHORTS: Tech
(XLK), Industrials (XLI), Energy (XLE), High Beta (SPHB), Emerging Markets (EEM),
High Yield (HYG), Euro (FXE).
Capital Alpha Partners - Hosted multiple calls on US Policy and implications
including latest on COVID-19 for the Healthcare sector - US government
response; Broadcasting/Cable; US ﬁscal and monetary policy response to
COVID-19.
Alembic Global Advisors - Hosted calls on US Chemical and Industrial sectors
including, 'Understanding the fundamentals in today's Ti02 landscape', in
which Gerry Colamarino, Managing Director at TiPM Consulting, was Guest
Speaker with Hassan Ahmed as moderator.

IRF works with 220 Independent Research Providers and Specialist Data
Providers, which cover all the major Asset Classes, Sectors and Regions
utilising a variety of methodologies.
For further information please contact us at:
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